Diesel Emissions Conference India

Integer’s 4th Diesel Emissions Conference India this year moves to the city of Pune, the centre of India’s automotive industry.

The 4th Diesel Emissions Conference India is the region’s leading high-level event for developing cost-effective diesel emissions control strategies as the roadmap for more stringent legislation is prepared.

The conference will bring together approximately 250 senior executives from Indian and global vehicle and engine manufacturers, policy makers and emissions control suppliers to discuss future diesel emissions legislation, diesel fuel quality and supply and provide the perfect platform to meet the industry’s key decision makers.

This is the most comprehensive event for preparing and developing effective diesel emission reduction strategies for heavy and medium-duty commercial vehicles, passenger cars, non-road mobile machinery including diesel generator sets and India’s AdBlue market.

Venue

JW Marriott Hotel

October 8, 2013 - October 10, 2013
Pune, India

Contact information

Integer Research